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prompts

Inferencing

Task

(Present Picture

A)

Here's Chris.
Chris is eating some
cereal while his cat is watching him.
Uh oh! Here comes a bug.
Oh no! The
cat sees the bug.

(Present Picture

D)

Now look at this picture.
What do you
think happened between this picture
(point to Picture A) and this picture
(point to Picture B)?
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Appendix

B (b): Predetermined
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prompts

story Retelling

Task

(Present Picture

A)

1. This is a story about Chris and his
cat.
2. Chris is eating some cereal and his
cat is watching him.
3. Uh oh! Here comes a bug.
4. Oh no! The cat sees the bug.

(Present Picture

B)

5. The cat jumps as high as she can to
try to catch the bug.
6. Chris is surprised when the cat jumps.

(Present Picture

C)

7. The cat falls down on the cereal bowl.
8. The milk splashes out on the table
and Chris falls out of his chair.

(Present Picture

D)

9. The cat is happy
to drink milk.

because

she likes
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2
3

C (a): Scoring

pOints
point
points
points
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for the story retelling

= no response or incorrect response

=

correct

response

to a "yes" or "no" question

= correct response to a cloze question

=

correct response to two cloze questions in one
sentence
4 points = correct response to "wh" question
5 points = more complete answer to "wh" question or
partially volunteered information
6 points = volunteered response
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C (b): Scoring

o

points
1 point

=
=

2 points

=

3 points

=

4 points

=

5 points

=

6 points

=

for inferencing
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task

no response
response to prompt question, no causative
information
response to prompt question, includes
causative information
little volunteered information, no causative
explanation
more volunteered information, includes causative
information
major parts of the story including actions and
causative explanations
complete story including most actions and
causative explanations

Inferencing
prompts
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Appendix

D (a): Standardized

for story retelling

Sentence

1: Who is this story about? ("Wh" question)
This is .•. (Cloze question)
Is this Chris and his cat? (Yes/No question)

Sentence

2: What are Chris and his cat doing? ("Wh" question)
Chris is ...and his cat is ... (Cloze question)
Is Chris eating while his cat watches? (Yes/No)

Sentence

3: What is coming? ("Wh" question)
Here comes a ... (Cloze question)
Did a bug come? (Yes/No question)

Sentence

4: What does the cat see? ("Wh" question)
The cat sees a ... (Cloze question)
Does the cat see a bug? (Yes/No question)

Sentence

5: What does the cat do? ("Wh" question)
The cat jumps to catch .•. (Cloze question)
Does the cat jump to catch the bug? (Yes/No question)

Sentence

6: How does Chris feel when the cat jumps? ("Wh"
question)
When the cat ...Chris is ... (Cloze question)
Is Chris surprised when the cat jumps? (Yes/No)

Sentence

7: Where does the cat fall? ("Wh" question)
The cat falls on the ... (Cloze question)
Does the cat fallon
the cereal? (Yes/No question)

Sentence

8: What happens to Chris and the milk? ("Wh" question)
The milk ... and Chris ... (Cloze question)
Did the milk spill and Chris fell off his chair?
(Yes/No question)

Sentence

9: Why is the cat happy? ("Wh" question)
She is happy because ... (Cloze question)
Is the cat happy because she likes to drink milk?
(Yes/No question)

Inferencing
Appendix

D (b): Standardized

Initial question:

prompts

for inferencing

What do you think happened between this picture
(point to Picture A) and this picture? (point
to Picture B)

Prompt

1: How did the milk get on the table?

Prompt

2: Where
B)

21

is Chris

in this picture?

(point to Picture
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Table

1 : Individual

Subject

scores for story retelling

Gender

Story Retelling
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and inferencing
Inferencing

1

M

29

1

2

F

36

1

3

M

30

4

4

M

30

4

5

F

30

5

6

F

30

3

7

F

36

4

8

M

30

3

9

F

42

3

10

F

25

3

11

M

21

3

12

M

23

2

13

F

24

2

14

F

19

3

15

F

36

2

